In Your Hawaiian Way
by W. Kamakana Jr. (1986)


They say—— that the moon—— will shine—— down u-pon you——
When you say—— in your Ha-waiian way—— I love—— you—— too——
But the stars—— to —— night—— when I hold—— you tight——
Seem to say—— in your Ha-waiian way—— I love—— you—— too——
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**Bridge:** As the trade—— wind—— gently blows your hair——

I can treat—— sure each moment that we share——

But to-night—— be —— longs—— to you—— and I——
When you say—— in your Ha-waiian way—— I love—— you—— too——

They say—— that the moon—— will shine—— down u-pon you——
When you say—— in your Ha-waiian way—— I love—— you—— too——
But the stars—— to —— night—— when I hold—— you tight——
Seem to say—— in your Ha-waiian way—— I love—— you—— too——

**Instrumental:** . | C . . Cmaj7 | C7 . . . | F . . . . | Fm . .
Bridge: As the trade wind gently blows your hair
I can treasure sure each moment that we share

But tonight belongs to you and I
When you say in your Hawaiian way, I love you, too
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